
Minutes from Faculty Council Meeting, February 12, 2014 DRAFT

The Faculty Council (FC) Meeting on February 12, 2014 was held in the Mackin Room of Grasselli

Library and began at 2:04 pm.  The following members of FC were in attendance: Ryan Allen,

Barbara D'Ambrosia, Roy Day, Chair, Jeff Dyck, Tina Facca, Simon Fitzpatrick (replacing Michael

Eng who is on leave), Karen Gygli, Dwight Hahn, Vice Chair, Tom Hayes, Abdul Imam, Marc

Kirschenbaum, Cindy Lenox, Sheila McGinn, Michael Nichols, Secretary, David Shutkin, Elizabeth

Stiles, Dianna Taylor, Mariah Webinger, and Tom Zlatoper.  The following FC members were

absent: Gerry Guest, Simran Kahai, Linda Koch, Sheri Young and Thea Ford.  Scott Allen is on

leave and a replacement for him has not been appointed.

The meeting agenda (Appendix A) was originally distributed electronically to all FC members and

faculty via e-mail on February 7, 2014.   Prior to the meeting, the Chair electronically distributed

a written version of the “Chair’s Announcements” for the meeting (Appendix B).  (For clarity of

the minutes, parts have been reproduced below.)  Also prior to the meeting, the Chair informed

FC members that a Proposal for a “Protocol for Requesting Approval of a New Academic

Program” (Appendix C), a Handbook Committee Proposal Regarding the Graduate Dean

(Appendix D), and an updated Proposal for Changing Transfer Credit Procedures (Appendix E) had

been placed in the Proposals section of the FC website and would be discussed at the meeting.

I. Chair’s Announcements

A. Minutes of January 15 meeting

The minutes of the January 15, 2014 FC meeting were approved without objection.

B. Report on Provost Council meeting of January 29, 2014

There was a discussion of the AR120 course entitled “Purpose and Place” that extended to a

discussion of the entire first year experience and what we can do to improve it.  See the

email from Lauren Bowen in Appendix B.

C. Faculty approved EEO / AA policies have been posted

The Faculty approved EEO/AA statement has been posted.  See the email from John Day in

Appendix B. The posted statement includes the following:

This policy was approved in December 2013 and replaces all previous EEO/AA policy

statements.

I (Roy) have not been able to find any other EEO/AA statements on the University website.
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D. Status of ad hoc committees

i. Ad hoc committee on revenue and spending. There will be a report later in this Faculty

Council meeting.

ii. Ad hoc committee on online courses. The committee will be co-chaired by Roy Day and

Anne Kugler. The following faculty have volunteered to serve on the committee: Nathan

Gehrert (ED), Dan Kilbride (HS), Paul Lauritzen (RL), Mike Nichols (CH), Zeki Saritopak (RL),

Paul Shick (MT), Wendy Wiedenhoft (SC). The committee will have its first meeting this

Friday.

iii. Ad hoc committee on protocols for selecting academic officers. The chair of Faculty

Council has solicited information from those search committee chairs who are still on the

JCU Faculty and some of the faculty who participated in drafting the existing protocols. At

least one of the search committee chairs thinks that the protocols need significant revision

but several of the faculty contacted oppose a review while a search for chief academic

officer is in progress. The chair of Faculty Council will continue to collect information and

report back at the next meeting.

E. Status of Learning Management Systems and Hosting Project

Jim Burke, Associate Chief Information Officer, has assembled a committee to analyze

options for a hosted Learning Management System. Many faculty who are active users of

Blackboard are on the committee. This committee has developed a rubric for comparing the

systems under review. It has been decided to use a hosted Blackboard system in summer

2014 to ensure that online courses run smoothly.

II. Items for Business

A. CAP reports

a. Protocol for Requesting Approval of a New Academic Program

Barbara D’Ambrosia, CAP Chair, introduced the proposal (Appendix C) and indicated that

it is procedural in nature (does not deal with policy).  She also emphasized the last line

in the proposal, “As this document describes procedure rather than policy, it is subject

to periodic review and editing by the Committee on Academic Policies, with the

approval of the Faculty Council.”  This will allow CAP to edit the document in the future
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without having to go through an extensive faculty voting procedure.  Since FC would

need to approve those edits, if they were deemed substantive FC could send them to

the full faculty for approval.  John Day asked, from the perspective of the University

Budget Committee, if CAP considered a more extensive list of bullet points under #6?

While the new version covers the major topics necessary, John suggested that the

current version provides more direction to people developing a proposal.   He indicated

that if the UBC received a series of proposals with inadequate budget descriptions, they

may need to ask the proposer(s) for more information.  Barbara suggested that the

UBC could send CAP their requirements for a proposal budget and then, if this proposal

(we are discussing) passes, CAP can make the appropriate edits that are described in

the last line of the proposal.

Roy Day commented that there are times that letters of support do not come with a

proposal.  He recommended that CAP develop a checklist for documents that should be

included in a proposal and the timing of when they should be submitted.

Sheila McGinn moved that the proposal be placed on the agenda of the next General

Faculty Meeting (Feb 26, 2014).   Cindy Lenox seconded the motion and it passed 15

for, 0 against, and 3 abstain.

b. Proposal for Change in Transfer Credit Request Procedure (Appendix E)

Barbara indicated that this is not a change in policy.  Students who are going to take

courses outside of JCU for credit must first receive permission from the Dean.  We

have made a distinction between whether they have taken courses elsewhere before or

after they have matriculated at JCU.  These two situations have undergone two

different procedures of review.  The procedure has become inconsistent between

departments and within departments as chairs change.  This proposal is an attempt to

streamline the process and to ensure consistency.  This proposal was written by staff in

the Dean’s Office and since it involved significant changes, and those changes would

affect department chairs, Barbara indicated that she wanted to have open hearings on

the proposal to obtain feedback and submit it for approval of the faculty.  Technically,

since it is a procedure, it does not appear to need formal faculty approval.

Maryclaire Moroney, Associate Dean of Academic Advising, indicated that the policy is

intended to lighten the load for chairs, so they don’t have to review the same courses

over and over again.  This will allow chairs to evaluate new courses, and revisit older

courses where changes have been made.  Department chairs will still approve courses

for transfer credit.  Courses will have their approval expire after a 4 year period.  Chairs
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can still review them if necessary.  Barbara pointed out that there will no longer be a

distinction between transfer and transient credits.  There are still limits to

transfer/transient credits that can be applied for graduation.  A database of approved

courses will be developed and students will have access to search the database to

determine which courses are approved, with any applicable core designations, and their

expiration date.

Marc Kirschenbaum suggested that under the heading “What this should look like for

the Institution”, page 4/4, under #1, the statement “If the course is approved, the

assistant dean will notify student, advisor, and registrar to this effect.” should also

include that the course will be added to the approved courses database.

Sheila McGinn asked several questions.  First, why the student’s name is not included

on the request to a department chair for approval of a new course?  Barbara and

Maryclaire indicated that course approval should be independent of student; if a

particular student needs approval to take the course then an academic petition should

be completed.  Her second question was whether a database of courses that are

denied should be created.  That will be considered.  Her next question was the

distinction between approval of face-to-face and online courses.  In the current

process, courses are approved based upon their description, not individual sections of

courses.  No distinction is made between sections that are face-to-face or online and

transcripts do not contain that information.  John Day indicated that HLC requires that

each institution affirm that multiple sections of courses are the same, regardless of the

mode of course delivery.  Sheila pointed out that the issue is not the online delivery but

the types of assignments (or lack of) that are offered in online courses.  Barbara

indicated that if a chair determined that a course did not meet all of the requirements

of its JCU equivalent, it is possible for the student to submit a petition to the chair that

a particular section of that course did meet the requirements.  Sheila pointed out the

particular difficulties with core courses.  While there are restrictions on the overall total

of transfer/transient credits that can be applied to graduation, there are no restrictions

within the core to prohibit all of one division being transferred (i.e. all Division III courses

or all Division V courses).  Barbara suggested that this dilemma should be considered in

the development of the new core.

It was stressed that courses that are currently approved will be in the database with

their expiration dates, but chairs will have the option of reviewing those courses.  It was

pointed out that this system may be beneficial to chairs as it will reduce workload in

approving every course, but also they will have access to a database of approved

courses, which currently doesn’t exist.
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Barbara D’Ambrosia moved that this proposal be placed on the agenda of the next

General Faculty Meeting (February 26, 2014).  Karen Gygli seconded and it passed

unanimously.

B. Faculty Handbook Committee proposal regarding the position of Graduate Dean

Bob Kolesar (MT), Chair of the Handbook Committee, offered some historical context for

the proposal (Appendix D).  The original proposal to eliminate the position of Graduate Dean

did not pass in Spring 2010 by a vote of 65-49-16, as it required a majority of faculty eligible

to vote (Handbook amendment).  He stressed that as there is currently no Graduate Dean

and the Handbook makes reference to a Graduate Dean, the integrity of the Handbook is in

question.  Since the proposal is coming from a committee and there is no FC committee for

further study, it can be moved forward for an ultimate vote of the faculty.

Elizabeth Stiles moved that the proposal be placed on the agenda of the next General Faculty

Meeting (February 26, 2014).  Dianna Taylor seconded the motion and it passed 18-0-1.

C. Request for travel support for AAUP Chapter President.

Marc Kirschenbaum moved that FC approve Bob Kolesar’s (HS, Chair of the JCU Chapter of

AAUP)  request for funds to pay for mileage to attend a meeting in Columbus, OH this

semester. (The total amount is less than $150).  Sheila seconded the motion and it passed

unanimously.

D. Report from the Elections Committee

David Shutkin, Chair of the Committee on Elections, indicated that the Elections Committee

would like to receive feedback from FC on establishing priorities on four issues that they

have been discussing.

1. Voting Rights of the Administration.   This issue came up in the context of healthcare;

there appeared to be a conflict of interest where Administrators were able to vote on

faculty benefits that they themselves would not receive.

Discussion of this issue included:

● It was pointed out that issue of who can vote is outlined in the Handbook.  For

example, faculty on leave cannot vote except on special issues.  Changing those
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criteria would involve a change to the Handbook.

● There is an expansive definition of who can vote at JCU.  For example, military

officers and visiting faculty have the right to vote.  If their participation is low or if

faculty in administrative positions choose not to vote based on a real or

perceived conflict of interest, it makes it more difficult to achieve the “majority

of faculty eligible to vote” threshold necessary for Handbook issues to pass.  In

fact, any faculty member who do not participate in elections (it was stated that

approximately 20-25% of faculty do not vote) contributes to the difficulty in

approving Handbook changes.

● An issue was raised whether the recent consolidation of the term “Staff and

Administrators” to simply “Staff” may affect eligibility to vote.

● It was suggested that the Elections Committee meet with the Handbook

Committee for further discussions on any of the issues which would involve

restricting voting rights.  They could then draft a proposal, have open hearings on

it and bring the proposal back to FC for consideration.

The consensus of FC was that the Elections Committee should make this issue a high

priority.

2.   Closed Ballot Voting - at General Faculty and FC meetings.  Some faculty feel they may

not be able to fully share their opinions with Administrators present.

● Dianna Taylor indicated that this should also be a high priority for the committee

as she has heard from untenured faculty for several years that they are

concerned about open voting.

● It was suggested that closed voting could most easily be used accomplished

using clicker technology and that several departments have enough to be used

during both FC and General Faculty meetings.

3.   Number of Faculty Elections in an Academic Year.  Limit elections to 3 per year but having

a pathway to a special election.  There are no policies for that currently.  When should

elections occur during the year?

● No further guidance was offered.

4.  Policy on Consistency of Election Procedures Including Technical Database Issues.

● One suggestion was made to ask the Administration to direct ITS to help the
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Committee solve issues with the faculty database.

E. Report from the Ad Hoc Committee on Revenue and Spending

Abdul Imam, Chair of the Ad Hoc Committee, sent out an electronic copy of the

committee’s report prior to the meeting.  (Appendix F)  He presented an overview of Part A

of the Proposal, namely the structure and duties of the committee.

● Dwight Hahn asked if the committee needs the extra 2 members of the committee

beyond the 5 divisional representatives.  He used the Committee on Enrollment of an

example of a committee with only divisional representatives.  Abdul responded that the

committee believes that if the committee is to be a forum to receive suggestions

about things that can be done in the area of revenue and spending, it should be larger to

try and obtain as much feedback from the wider community.   Dwight also pointed out it

is currently difficult to get full representation on all committees so populating a smaller

committee might be more successful.

● Barbara D’Ambrosia suggested that if FC decided to establish this committee, perhaps it

could be done on a trial or probationary basis.  She cautioned that any committee needs

to be sustainable; there must be faculty willing and interested to populate the

committee after its initial group has been elected and serves.

● Marc Kirschenbaum stated that his impression is that faculty are sometimes viewed as

obstructionists in various parts of the University and that the formation of a committee

whose purpose is to help with revenue and spending would be positive and could

strengthen our relationship with the Board of Directors.  He suggested that the Ad Hoc

committee might want to survey faculty to determine approximately how many may be

interested in serving.

● David Shutkin restated the issue of the current lack of faculty candidates for FC

positions.

● Roy Day asked a question regarding Part E of the proposal.  (Investigate, report, and

recommend policy on revenue and expenditures to the Faculty Council for action.)  What

action could FC take?  Abdul responded that the committee limited their

report/recommendation to FC, which could then decide what further action to take.

This is consistent with the roles of other FC committees.

● Dwight asked if there had explored whether there was any overlap between this

proposed committee and the University Budget Committee.  Abdul responded that ad

hoc committee member Andreas Sobich is a past member of the UBC and indicated that

there is no direct overlap of duties.  Roy pointed out that faculty on the UBC do not

take control of an initiative and cannot make it go forward.  He also pointed out that any

initiatives from the ad hoc committee would ultimately have to go to the UBC.
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● John Day indicated that the ad hoc FC Committee on Summer School worked well and

had positive recommendations that went to UBC.  There may be some ideas from this

ad hoc committee that may be useful as well.  He observed that there is a different kind

of overlap of the proposed ad hoc committee as the major source of revenue in the

University is enrollment and there is already a Committee on Enrollment.

Desmond Kwan provided an overview demonstration of an example project that would be

considered by the proposed ad hoc committee - reducing the amount of paper used on

campus by providing tablet computers for use by students.  Those efforts are outlined in the

committee’s report and he showed a video that he and students produced promoting the

use of tablets on campus.

Roy asked that the Ad Hoc Committee on Revenue and Spending return for the next FC

meeting and continue the discussion.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:29 pm.

Submitted by Michael A. Nichols, Secretary, February 23,2014.  Approved XXX XX, 2014.
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